Dynamic physiological signal analysis based on Fisher kernels for emotion recognition.
Emotional behavior is an active area of study in the fields of neuroscience and affective computing. This field has the fundamental role of emotion recognition in the maintenance of physical and mental health. Valence/Arousal levels are two orthogonal, independent dimensions of any emotional stimulus and allows an analysis framework in affective research. In this paper we present our framework for emotional regression based on machine learning techniques. Autoregressive coefficients and hidden markov models on physiological signals, based on Fisher Kernels characterization are presented for mapping variable length sequences to new dimension feature vector space. Then, support vector regression is performed over the Fisher Scores for emotional recognition. Also quantitatively we evaluated the accuracy of the proposed model by acomplishing a hold-out cross validation over the dataset. The experimental results show that the proposed model can effectively perform the regression in comparison with static characterization methods.